WeatherOps® Marine Platform

Weather-focused asset
monitoring made easy
The maritime industry is facing global pressure to reduce emissions while also meeting the energy
needs of growing populations and economies. At the same time, climate change is driving more
volatile weather patterns — creating added business and operational risks worldwide.
To manage these challenges and grow your operations safely and efficiently, you need access to
reliable, accurate maritime weather intelligence. WeatherOps delivers detailed, weather-based
prediction and detection analytics in the office or on the go, allowing you to make informed,
confident decisions that optimize operational performance and protect your people and assets.
And because it operates on a single platform with multiple delivery mechanisms, WeatherOps
supports your digitalization goals.

WeatherOps Advantage

Confidently plan
up to 10 days in
advance

Execute precise
response and
evacuation procedures

Easily monitor
risks across
your asset fleet

Protect your
organization’s
reputation

Boost
operational
efficiencies

Reduced
unplanned
downtime

Seamlessly
integrate with your
current systems

Enhance
crew and
asset safety

Maximize your
current digitalization
investments

WeatherOps
Scenarios and use cases
Fixed installations

Floating and mobile assets

• Exploration and production
• Ports and terminals
• Offshore wind farms

•
•
•
•
•

• Pipelines
Use cases
• Continuous, day-to-day operations
• Operational efficiencies
• Cost reduction
• Asset protection and maintenance
• Targeted evacuations, when necessary, via
helicopters and crew boat transfers

Drilling rigs
Construction and installation
Surveying
Dredging
Salvaging

• Cruise lines and transportation
Use cases
• Project and contract success
• Minimize unplanned downtime
• Crew/passenger/vessel safety
• Customer satisfaction

The DTN advantage
Information, when and
where you need it

Globally capable, regionally applicable,
the flexible WeatherOps platform and
its tools provide access in the office, at
home, or on iOS and Android devices,
including emails for offshore users and
APIs for integration. It also supports
digitalization on customer and third party
platforms including ArcGIS installations.

Easily make decisions with
greater confidence

Our WeatherOps platform delivers ease of use
with intuitive workflows in its tools, reports,
and dashboards, allowing you to better
manage assets, users, operational thresholds,
and alerts through its self-service settings.

Expert, industry-focused meteorological support

Our weather team proactively monitors your locations and provides direct alerts and outreach
consultations, ensuring you have the best information and support to confidently make difficult
or costly decisions — including global tropical decision guidance, up to 10 days in advance.

WeatherOps provides the intelligence you need, when and
where you need it.
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